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Abstract. Web search engines are immensely useful for locating documents online. However, with more and more structured data being published online, the restriction to the hyperdocument model impairs the usefulness for searching and browsing. In contrast, an object-orientated model provides means to firstly integrate data about the same object from multiple sources, and secondly enable expressive queries over the integrated information space. We present SWSE, a search engine over 1.1 billion statements published on the Semantic Web. The system provides an easy-to-use end-user interface through which users can find and navigate an object-orientated information space. In addition, the system exposes the data via a full SPARQL REST service which is open for application developers to query and integrate data in own applications.

1 Introduction

While the major part of the current web consists of hyperdocuments, there has been the (implicit) realisation of the web community at large that a more formal knowledge representation model might make sense. An indicator for the desire towards a higher abstraction level is the emergence of social media and social networking sites concerned with people, databases about companies and organisations such as CrunchBase\(^1\), product\(^2\) comparison sites such as Ciao\(^3\), location-aware sites such as Rummble\(^4\), or events databases such as Upcoming\(^5\).

We see the potential of Semantic Web technologies helping to achieve a networked and integrated information space which operates on the abstraction level of objects (people, organisations, products, locations, events) rather than documents. The benefit of using the object abstraction is two-fold: first, objects can be described in multiple documents, and an object-orientated view allows to aggregate and integrate information about the same real-world object from multiple sources. Second, given more structured data, complex queries are possible.

\(^1\) For a Semantic Web-compatible version of TechCrunch’s company database visit http://cb.semsol.org/
\(^2\) An ontology covering products can be found at http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
\(^3\) http://www.ciao.com/
\(^4\) http://www.rummble.com/
\(^5\) http://upcoming.yahoo.com/
and developers can easily re-use query result in own applications. As a consequence, search engines need to offer improved capabilities for handling structured datasets.

To demonstrate the utility of an object-orientated abstraction for web search, we present an updated version of SWSE, our Semantic Web Search Engine research prototype, operating on 1.1 billion statements from over 6.5 million sources. SWSE’s user interaction model is close to the model of current web search engines. To locate objects of interest, users just have to provide a few keywords and in a matter of seconds SWSE returns a list of relevant objects. From the result list, users can then teleport to relevant objects which are displayed in a detail view. From here, users again can teleport to related objects. In addition to the end user interface, SWSE provides an API that allows application developers to pose complex queries, which surpass in expressivity the type of queries that search engines and even dedicated data APIs are offering.

In the remainder of the paper, we describe the data set derived from the billion triple challenge data set, introduce the search and navigation functionality offered to end users, describe the query endpoint, review related systems, and conclude with an outlook to future work.

2 Searching and Navigating Objects

The user interface of SWSE is similar to the user interfaces of traditional search engines to leverage the familiarity of web users with these systems. We extend the browsing model with functionality to navigate and explore the result objects. From a high-level perspective, SWSE allows users to perform two operations:

- Locate objects of interest via keyword search
- Navigate an aggregated view of objects on-site, or navigate to external pages.

In the following we briefly describe each operation and provide an example.

2.1 Searching Objects

The searching objects feature is similar to locating documents in hypertext search engines. Given a set of keywords the user sees first a list of the top ten matching objects. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the results for the query “tim berners lee”.

Beside normal pagination functions to navigate through all returned objects the user can access all available information for a given result object by clicking on the object.

2.2 Teleporting

The object navigation feature (“teleporting”) is very similar to following a hypertext link, the only difference being that in SWSE the user is staying on-site.
The information displayed about an object emanates from index, whereas on the web people jump from server to server. Keeping people on-site is necessary to be able to pre-process and integrate data from multiple sources, and provide reasonable response times for queries (performing the data integration during runtime is too costly and slow).

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the detailed view for the object Galway.

3 Query Endpoint

Besides the graphical user interface which allows users to explore the knowledge base, SWSE provides a SPARQL endpoint to execute complex queries. We provide a REST service to access the query processing functionality. To avoid overloading the servers, each query has an allotted 20 seconds processing time. The SPARQL endpoint allows application developers to process the results from the SWSE index in their own systems.

4 Dataset and System Setup

From the billion triple challenge datasets\(^6\) we used the Falcon, Swoogle, Watson, SWSE-1 and SWSE-2 and DBpedia datasets. We excluded the other datasets

because of either licensing restrictions, restrictions in crawling, or the necessity of manual data conversion. From these seed data sets (around 450m triples) we extracted all unique URIs and dereferenced the URIs with the MultiCrawler framework [5] in mid-June 2008. The resulting data set contains 6.5m sources with a total of 1.1b RDF statements.

The current system for the billion triple challenge is distributed over six machines with a single Operton 2.2 GHz CPU, four GB of main memory and two 160GB SATA disks. Four machines are used to distribute the indexed RDF statements, one machine hosts the query processor component that enables efficient and distributed SPARQL queries and another machine runs the end-user interface.

5 Related Systems

Semantic web search systems can be broadly classified into two categories: systems that operate on a document abstraction (such as Swoogle [4] and Sindice [9]), which utilise algorithms and indices inspired by information retrieval research, and systems that operate on an object-orientated model (such as SWSE and Falcons [2]), which follow a more data-oriented tradition. While both approaches have their merits, we think that a distinguishing feature of search engines for the Semantic Web should be the view towards handling objects.

In contrast to KIM[7] which provides an infrastructure for information extraction, we operate on information that has been published in RDF. KIM has
a end user interface that allows to pose queries beyond keyword search. Similarly, TcruziKB[8] provides complex query construction facilities (inspired by GRQL[1]) over manually integrated and converted data, and is restricted to an enterprise search scenario. Asio[3] also has an enterprise search focus. In contrast, SWSE aims at domain-independent data aggregated from the Web; we mimic a Web search engine since in our experience users have issues with more complex input forms.

6 Conclusion

SWSE is search engine for data with a search interface that enables an object-orientated result navigation, and a SPARQL endpoint that allows application developers to access the indexed information via complex queries. With the modular design of the SWSE components the system can be efficiently distributed across several machines and scale up to store and retrieve several billion statements [6].

Areas of future study includes reasoning over the database and more powerful selection and navigation functionality to be able to not only offer objects instead of documents but, ultimately, answers to complex information needs.
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